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About This Game

Devoid of all memory, a small pierrot awakens early one Oktober morning, down by an abandoned railway line. Help him
navigate his mysterious world, but beware, for the further he wanders from the rigid safety of the railroad, the more unsettling his

surroundings become. . .

Genre: exploration/adventure
Game length: 6-8 hours

Ages: 12+

Gameplay:

Railroad tracks is a 2D exploration based adventure game about a lonely circus artist who has fallen into amnesia. The goal of
the game is to recover his lost memories. As you progress through his surreal twilight world, certain events and areas evoke

vivid episodes of involuntary recollection that recall his unsettling past. And what are those demons that lurk around?

Game instrutions:

Movement: arrow keys
Enter/Exit Menu: [X]

Select/Save: [C]
Fullscreen: [Alt] + [Enter]
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Once collected, memories can be selected from the in-game menu in order to transport Pierrot back to the place where the
memory was initially found. After collecting all 16 memories, endgame is unlocked.

And if you are ever lost, remember: just follow the railroad tracks. . .
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socah development
Publisher:
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Release of CrossCode 0.4:

It’s about time! And indeed here we are again, with the update we promised you! Read on to find out more about this release.
We also got a small CONTEST for you to win a guest role NPC!

Bergen Village. Developer Update 12:

Testing, bug fixing and game polishing is running on 100%. The same applies for all sorts of balancing and value adjustments
based on gameplay experience. Community testers and us are constantly going through the game writing down notes about bugs
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or things that could be improved. In this phase we should have the final build for 1.17 ready within a week or so. If nothing
major shows up you will soon have the new update. Now let's talk about the development from this past week.

BALANCING CHARTS. Patch 1.3.16:

Fixed an error when loading empty custom chapter or level files, preventing the game from loading properly

Fixed an error when launching a custom level from the level editor resulting in tanks getting stuck in breakable walls

. Massive aTAG:
Good evening.

A heartfelt plea, ladies and gentlemen. We need your help to increase the visibility of our game. It will take you just a few
seconds. As a reward, eternal life awaits you. It is worth a try, we swear to God .

The matter is simple. Please, add the game tags, because it'll help Priest Simulator become more popular. Whichever tags you
want. Just a lot .

Thank you in advance. We're back to work. A remastered trailer and new materials need to be uploaded.
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Hey everyone!

We've just released a patch with several hotfixes. See the changelogs here; http://www.castlestory.net/en/news/6205-076-Patch-
Various-Fixes

Enjoy :). A patch will be released in a few days:
I found a few weird bugs that were missed earlier. I am fixing them now, and want to release a patch fixing them in a few days.
I also will add two hidden achievements.. Ver. 1.05 Now Available!:
We have released Ver. 1.05.
This update addresses the following issues:

Bug fixes:
-Young Kagura accessory no longer causes the game to crash when color is changed
-Cut-off text in a Top Secret File addressed (English/French)

Don't forget to download the Hebijo Character Set and Playable Character Kagura, Naraku & Ryoki Set while they are free!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/925871/SENRAN_KAGURA_Burst_ReNewal__Playable_Character_Kagura_Naraku__R
yoki_Set/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/925863/SENRAN_KAGURA_Burst_ReNewal__Hebijo_Character_Set/. Announcing the
winners of our TyranoBuilder Summer Game Jam!!:
The judges’ deliberation is complete and the results are in! So without further ado, it gives us great pleasure to announce the
winners of the inaugural TyranoBuilder Summer Game Jam!

★ 1st Place: A Flamingo Tail by birdblueplays
★ 2nd Place: Closure by miririri
★ 3rd Place *Tie*: CE-5 by PrismProjections and Bound by Fate by Mayhem Makers

★ Live2D Prize ($250): Angel's Smile Vol. 1 by tsunie

Follow the link below for full details!
http://tyranobuilder.com/summer-jam-15-winners/

Congrats to all winners and THANK YOU to all entrants and our panel of professional visual novel developer judges!

Watch out for our next game jam in 2016!
. New update - November 17, 2018:
1) The algorithm of interaction with bridges for vehicle wheels was changed (resource consumption of calculations was
reduced).
2) Fixed bug with incorrect indication of weapon damages.
3) Algorithm for calculating lost and captured equipment after the battle was changed.
4) Changed the algorithm of interaction of wheeled vehicles with heavy soils.
5) Added a modification of the IFV Ratel-90 with a night sight.
6) Changed the level of the South African IFV commanders.
7) Changed the algorithm of firing from some automatic rifles.
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